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There was great disappointment in camp when the Industrial Commission's date was cancelled. Reagan, Muller, and Muller got numerous affidavits investigator, Daly. Muller and Reagan framed each deposition and I suppose this batch of depositions will be sent to the Commission. But presently, they cannot be found at the Piedmont Hotel in Daly's room. John B. Lennon stated that after the Commission reads the depositions, they will very likely set a date for the hearing and go further into the case, and all Campers are relying on governmental aid, and all told to keep on picket and pull hard. There is but little to the labor items lately, edited it only cheap notoriety which will soon blow over. While really unable to be out, I was on picket and returned to camp with Fred O'Hannon and others. I went to the labor temple at 3 P.M. and was given 500 doughnuts like the one enclosed to distribute.
I learned personally from Reagan that he had a man note to go into the mill and work like hell, and try and stay inside until called. He introduced the man to me near the Demigle, as Mr. Jones. He is about 38 to 40 years old. Dark hair, dark mustache, red cheeks, brisk look, about 5' 9" tall, wt 145 to 155, and very common. Glad has known Reagan for years, and as they parted, Jones stated, 'I know what to do.' Jones is supposed to apply for work tomorrow or probably this P.M. Wednesday, and is report to Reagan at the hotel. I visited several saloons and noted a number of professional card men. Crooks and every thing was quiet. There will be know danger what ever to property while they are awaiting on the out come of the Industrial Commission, and as they only left Mr. Daly to gather the depositions, I wanted to suggest showed he desire your side of the situation, that you care so little.
About the matter until you have no answer or at least nothing to answer to. A. K. Wilson's trial comes up to morrow and his attorney states he sick get it not pressed, they also claim to have gotten four thousand dollars to Medlock's fine. There is nothing shelf in come's and juries, may come stronger for a few days on account of some much labor been off late. Buster Wilson came from just refuse to day and is not much well and more cases may be looked for. I was on jis seat at 6 o'clock but was not able to remain long on the streets, still I will walk through the village again tonight and repeat it if need be.
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